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CCDART Mission Statement

- **Educate**
  Our Mission is to **EDUCATE** the general public about disaster preparedness for companion animals and have **TRAINED** volunteers ready to **RESPOND** in times of disaster.

- **Train**

- **Respond**
Plan ahead for your pets:

- Keep immunizations up to date.
- Get pets micro-chipped, tagged.
- Take photos of you with your pet.
- Plan for alternatives for exotic pets.
- Crate train and socialize dogs
- Know where you can go.
  - shelters, friends, hotels
- What if you are at work?
Bring with you when you evacuate:

- Carrying case for small pets
- Collar, leash, harness
- ID tags
- Pet food for 3 days
- Medications, medical records
- Immunization proof
- Photos
- Toys, bedding
Volunteer: www.ccdart.org

- Emergency sheltering
- National response
- Local pet food distribution
- Training
Thank you for your attention!